
AHF September Newsletter: Greeting to Friends and Partners 

How did we go from back in the day- Respecting an Honoring our Elders, Veterans and Missionaries too Movie 

Stars, Athletes and Musicians today? 

"Senders and Goers’’ you have heard me mention this phrase several times down thru the years, this is just a 

quick mention of what happens to the Goers when they are ready to move back. (No one ever mentioned this 

fact at the missionary training we took back in the day). The first we thought of this was after nearly twenty 

years of service in SE Asia was when reading an article off social media. www.alifeoverseas.com here is a short 

excerpt; 

''Who will consider volunteering to be a supporter upon arrival of a return missionary family or single person to 

help them back on their feet''? 

Just make note of the following; 

They most likely will be weak, lonely, confused and shattered. Their marriages are damaged, their children have 

depression, their bodies are fragile and filled with parasites, their resumes' have explainable holes and their job 

skills fail to translate. They are lonely, their faith has been pushed sometimes to the breaking point. They have 

seen poverty and the global realities of politics and their own ideas on these topics have been transformed. They 

are no longer welcome, when they speak from what they’ve learned, in the places which sent them out they are 

not allowed. They have been broken, abused and betrayed. PTSD: Post Traumatic Stress-Severe Anxiety-No 

different than Military Battling a different War. 

(In Prayer David and I Thank God Always for our Senders - we have no thoughts of returning just thinking 

about others that have and their sad story of severe injury.) We're just say'n Please find these people and help 

them with all you can in Jesus Name....Amen. 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

AH Church Outreach-neighbor in need ❤💕 (they were sleeping on the floor-he could no longer lift her up) 

Thank you David for the wood bed. Left: Pic 

Four kids - abandoned by mum, dad in prison - help granny sort litter to survive-these are the type of children 

you’re helping to rescue and educate when you partner with Abba House Foundation. Right: Pic 

 

GOD BLESS AS WE SERVE THE KING OF GLORY TOGETHER - DAVID AND JOYCE MOORE 

THAILAND 


